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Smartphones are not just about gadgets that have cameras and can be used to surf in cyberspace. Smartphones are bigger than that. As the name implies, smartphones should make it easier and easier for their users through features inside, such as NFC features. NFC or Near-Field Communication is one of the best smartphone
features to date. It's just that in Indonesia, few people still consider the presence of NFC features on a smartphone very important. The average person expects smarpthone to have wireless charging technology or fingerprint sensor than NFC. While times pass, NFC is important. NFC allows its users not only to share data, but can also be
used as a mobile payment, open certain applications or perform certain tasks. Therefore, the presence of NFC on the smartphone is included as a plus. NFC FItur is actually commonly found on expensive hp a.k.a. flagship smartphones. It's just that for available classes, it can only be counted with your fingers. Well, this time carisinyal
collect a list of hp with the cheapest NFC feature. Who knows helps for those of you who need HP with NFC but have limited facilities. Here's a list of hp with the cheapest NFC. 1. Nokia 3.1 Plus more specifications ... Check the price of Shopee Price Check on Lazada Price Check on Bukalapak Nokia 3.1 Plus is a smartphone made by a
well-known brand with a price of banderol in the number of millions that already supports NFC features. At this price, you have an HP with a 6-inch HD display, a dual rear camera with a deep sensor for bokeh effects, and a 3500 mAh battery that supports 10W fast charging. For offal, this Nokia 3.1 Plus comes with a Mediatek MT6762
Helio P22 chipset powered by 3GB of RAM and 32GB of internal storage space. In the image section, the front-facing camera is built into the 8MP front-facing camera with the f/2.2 aperture and the dual camera settings on the back, consisting of a 13MP main sensor and a 5MP sensor. For those of you who need NFC-nfc at an affordable
price at the same time with a wide screen display from the world's leading brands, the Nokia 3.1 Plus can be a good choice for you. However, before you decide to buy this HP, you should also read the article The Benefits and Disadvantages of the Nokia 3.1 Plus, which may be considered as your consideration. 2. Nokia 4.2 More
specifications... Check the prices at Shopee Check prices for Lazada Price Check in Bukalapak This IS HP with NFC from other well-known Nokia brands that are officially sold in Indonesia. The manufacturer's official website reports that the Nokia 4.2 sells for 2 million rp, making it quite affordable if you want a modern smartphone with
NFC. This Nokia 4.2 comes with the SoC Snapdragon 439 with the Adreno 505 GPU. 2/3 GB memory support and 16/32GB of ROM create create create It's pretty reliable as it was launched by Android One. In the imaging sector, hp comes with an 8 MP front-facing camera and a dual rear camera with deep sensors for the bokeh effect.
To support its various tasks, the Nokia 4.2 was equipped with a 3000 mAh battery, which is pretty standard for today's smartphone size. Interested in this phone?  For those of you who want to know more about this HP, you can visit the article The Benefits and Disadvantages of Nokia 4.2 that can be considered before buying this HP. 3.
Asus zenfone 5 Specs ... Check the prices of Shopee Check prices for Lazada Check prices for Bukalapak Asus zenfon 5 C600KL is another cheap HP that offers NFC features. Asus's Hp is valued at rp2 million. The price is quite decent, given the specifications offered by HP is quite interesting. As not, this HP already comes with a 6-
inch Full HD 1080 x 2160 pixel display, a Snapdragon 630, and a 3300 mAh battery. In the camera sector, hp is considered superb because it comes with a dual rear camera of 12 MP and 8 MP, as well as a 20 MP front camera, which is considered a decent selfie. In addition, the body design hp is also considered good and interesting.
Interested in Asus zenfon 5 C600KL? 4. Redmi Note 8 Pro Release: September 2019 Screen: IPS LCD 6.53 inches, 1080 x 2340 Pixel Chipset: Mediatek Helio G90T (12 nm) GPU: Mali-G76 MC4 Ram: 6GB Internal Memory: 64/128 GB External Memory: microSDXC (uses a common SIM slot) Rear camera: 64 MP and 8 MP 2 MP and 2
MP Front Camera: 20 MP Battery: Untied Li-Po 4500 mAh More specifications... The Storeee Price Check on the Lazada Redmi Note 8 Pro is a two million smartphone equipped with NFC and can be one of the good options on this list. Not only that, HP also features infrared features that users may need for home use. This HP comes
with a bright look. Its IPS FHD display is enhanced by a gorilla glass 5 coating, making it able to withstand various light blows. The Redmi Note 8 Pro display is also advertised to have a maximum brightness of 500 nits, offering a good level of outdoor reading. The camera is another mainstay of the Redmi Note 8 Pro, which is known as
the first 64 MP camera in Indonesia. GSM Arena notes that the camera is versatile and is capable of producing excellent images during the day and night. So it's a front-facing camera that's great for selfies. Meanwhile, the battery also has excellent durability to support daily use. Five. Asus Senfon 5 Screen: IPS LCD 6.2-inch Screen
resolution: 1080 x 2246 Pixel Chipset: CDM636 Snapdragon 636 (14 Nm) Processor: Octa-core (4×1.8 GHz Kryo 260 Gold and 4×1.6 GHz Kryo 260 Silver GPU) 509 Internal Memory: 64GB 4GB of RAM, 64GB 6GB of RAM External Memory: microSD, up to 1TB (uses a common SIM slot) Rear camera: Dual 12 MP and 8 MP Front
camera: 8 MP, f/2.0, 24mm (wide), 1/4, 1.12'm Battery: Non-removable Li-Ion 3300 mAh More specifications... Check the prices at Shopee Check Lazada Price Check price on Bukalapak Asus zenfon 5 is another HP with NFC that we recommend. Equipped with a number of middle-class specifications, the Currently Asus zenfon 5 can be
obtained with a budget of 2 million rp. Race Kitchen Hp is powered by a Snapdragon 636 chipset, which is pretty powerful in its class. Combined with great RAM, the performance offered by HP is certainly reliable for everyday use. Some of the other highlights of the Asus zenfon 5 are the sturdy look of the aluminum body, the dual camera
settings on the back with good features, the quality of the speakers, and so on. 6. Samsung Galaxy A30s Release: September 2019 Screen: Super AMOLED 6.4 inches, 720 x 1560 Pixel Chipset: Exynos 7904 (14 nm) Processor: Octa-core (2×1.8 GHz Cortex-A73 and 6×1.6 GHz Cortex-A53) GPU: Mali-G71 MP2 Internal Memory: 32GB
3 3 RAM, 64GB of RAM, 128GB of 4GB of external RAM memory: microSD, up to 1TB (dedicated slot) Rear Camera: Triple 25 MP and 8 MP 5 MP Front Camera: 16 MP, f/2.0, 26mm (wide), 1/3.1, 1.0'm Battery: Unbranable Li-Po 4000 mAh More specifications... Check the prices at Shopee Price Check on Lazada With prices of number
two million for the 4/64GB option, the Samsung Galaxy A30s is one of the cheapest Samsung phones equipped with NFC. In general, hp offers a good connection. The rear camera of the Samsung Galaxy A30s is quite taken into account here. Both the main camera and its ultra-camera are rated capable of producing a good grip. The
same is done by his tertiary camera, because it is able to capture objects with a professional bokeh effect. Another part of the L.S. support is the fingerprint, which has been integrated with its super AMOLED display and large battery capacity with robust strength and supports 15W. 7 fast charging. Nokia 5.3 Release: April 2020 Screen:
IPS LCD 6.55 inches, 720 x 1600 Pixel Chipset: Snapdragon 665 (11 nm) GPU: Adreno 610 Ram: 6GB Of internal memory: 64GB External memory: microSDXC (special slot) Rear camera: 13 MP th 5 MP 2 MP front camera: 8 MP Battery: Untied Li-Po 4000 mAh More specifications... Check the price in the Lazada Nokia 5.3 variant is
present in Indonesia 6GB of RAM and 64GB of ROM, which supports microSD. The price itself is in the Rp 2.8 million range, and can be a great choice for those who want a reliable NFC phone. This HP has a sweet design and an elegant color choice typical of Nokia. Back consists of four modules arranged in a circular manner with an
LED flash in the middle. Those who are tired of placing the camera vertically on the top side can try this HP tasting. The performance of Nokia 5.3 with Snapdragon 665 chips is considered capable of competing with other smartphones in its segment. Hp's energy sector is also quite reliable with a 4000 mAh battery, but without fast
charging. 8. Samsung Galaxy A50s Release: September 2019 Screen: Super AMOLED 6.4 inches, 1080 x 2340 Pixel Chipset: Exynos 9611 (10 nm) GPU: Mali-G72 MP3 Ram: 4/6GB Internal Memory: 64/12 External GB Memory: microSDXC (special slot) Rear camera: 48 MP and 8 MP and 5 MP Front Camera: 32 MP Battery: Untied Li-
Po 4000 mAh More specifications... The Price Check for Shopee Price Check on the Lazada Samsung Galaxy A50s is one of the middle class phone that offers pretty complete specs in its segment. HP is equipped with features that many people want, whether it's multi-camera rear settings, high-resolution OLED display, extensive
internal memory, a high-capacity battery and of course NFC for increasingly crowded digital transactions. According to GSM Arena, the high-quality Samsung Galaxy A50s display is one of the best in its class. If you're a content connoisseur, this HP deserves to be shortlisted for three million. GSM Arena also mentions that the camera,
although not the best, has a good overall performance. Similarly, the design looks attractive and durable, even if the body is made of plastic. Another interesting part of this HP is the long-lasting battery with fast-charging 15W. 9. Redmi Note 9 Pro Release: May 2020 Screen: IPS LCD 6.67 inches, 1080 x 2400 Pixel Chipset: Snapdragon
720G (8 nm) GPU: Adreno 618 RAM: 6GB Internal Memory: 64/128 GB External Memory: microS DXC (dedicated slot) Rear camera: 64 MP and 8 MP - 5 MP - 2 MP Front camera: 16 MP Battery: Untied Li-Po 5020 mAh More specifications... Price check in Shopee Price Check on Lazada One of the advantages of HP's number three
million is the availability of NFC to support digital transactions, which are now a trend of some people. Other benefits like the gsm arena mentioned include a tough body with a Gorilla Glass 5 coating front and back and made a splash resistant. Hp is suitable for content connoisseurs because it has a spacious and bright Full HD IPS
display with HDR10 support. The tah is just that its gigantic battery capacity offers excellent strength plus 30W fast charging support that can shorten the time of recharging quite a lot. Aside from its flaws, which only come with standard screen upgrade speeds, the Redmi Note 9 Pro is one of the best players in its class for performance as
well as the camera. Meanwhile, instead of fingerprints Integrated with the screen, the user must be ready to find a sensor installed on the side. 10. Samsung Galaxy A31 Release: April 2020 Screen: Super AMOLED 6.4 inches, 1080 x 2400 Pixel Chipset: Mediatek MT6768 Helio P65 (12 nm) GPU: Mali-G52 MC2 RAM: 6/8 GB Internal
Memory: 128GB External Memory: microSDXC (special slot) Rear camera: 48 MP and 8 MP 5 MP and 5 MP Front camera: 20 MP Battery: Untied Li-Po 5000 mAh More specifications... The Storeee Price Check on the Lazada Samsung Galaxy A31 comes in two RAM variants, namely 6GB with prices of less than four million and 8GB in
the number of four million. So what is hp support other than offering NFC features? According to GSM Arena, this HP has a rugged look as well as a unique design and is easy to recognize. Meanwhile, like many other Samsung PHONES, the Galaxy A31 also has a high-quality display, bright OLED panels and precise colors. It also has
an excellent battery life with a reliable charging speed. Another part of the hp support is one loudspeaker that is said to offer solid performance in its class. The Galaxy A31 photography sector is also cool, especially above average portrait cameras. The front-facing camera is also honey for those who like to take selfies and ngevlog. Here
are 10 hp lists with cheap NFC features. The cheap ones here are certainly varied, but since NFC is usually present in HP's expensive flagship class, it clearly makes the presence of NFC in these 10 HP categories affordable. Available.
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